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Introduction – business
travel growth to slow?
2016 could be a more challenging year for business
travel, according to the 11th annual International Travel
Management Study of 847 travel managers and 1,158
business travelers worldwide.
Trip numbers could fall for some
One headline trend is that a growing minority of travel
managers (19 percent) believe the travel market will
slow down. Though small, this is still the highest number
to forecast a fall for the following 12 months since the
financial crisis broke in 2009. The BRICS countries (with
the notable exception of India, which is the brightest
performer of all 24 countries in the study) lead the
nations most expecting a travel slowdown. Reasons
could include the ﬂattening economy in China and big
falls in commodity prices.
In light of these challenges, it is not surprising that more
travel managers (29 percent) believe the economy
is affecting travel negatively than those who see a
positive effect (20 percent).
Spend is still a big concern
However, not all economies are struggling, and it remains
the case that more travel managers (31 percent) expect
travel bookings to rise in 2016. And one other key point

remains a constant: far more (41 percent) believe their
company will pay more for travel this year than think
they will pay less (18 percent). In some of the largest
Western economies, such as the USA, Germany and UK,
the ratio of those expecting to pay more versus those
expecting to pay less is around 5:1.
Business travelers oﬀer a diﬀerent perspective
A new feature this year is the addition of the views of
1,158 business travelers. They are more optimistic than
their travel managers about the economy, and a higher
ratio expect more travel compared to those anticipating
less. Yet, paradoxically, a smaller number expect travel
costs to rise.
Taken together, these figures suggest travelers are less
aware than travel managers just how much travel hits
their company’s bottom line. Perhaps 2016 is a good
year for travel managers to step up communication with
business travelers about how, and why, changing their
buying behavior is the first line of defence in the battle
to control costs.

A mixed economic outlook for business travel
Impact of the economy on business travel*
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Almost a decade after the financial crash of the
late 2000s, the global economic outlook for business
travel remains clouded. While half the 847 travel
managers interviewed for the 2016 AirPlus International Travel Management Study believe the current
economic situation has no inﬂuence on their business
trips, significantly more think it is having a negative
(29 percent) rather than a positive effect (20 percent).
The story varies significantly across the 24 countries
included in the study. India is booming, so unsurprisingly it has the highest number of travel managers
with a positive outlook (47 percent). India is followed
closely by two of the fastest-growing Western economies: the UK (46 percent) and the USA (45 percent).
The least optimistic markets are a mixed bag of countries. Germany has the lowest number identifying a
positive effect (3 percent), perhaps because its
dependence on exports is lessening. Others with low
positive scores are Mexico (5 percent), South Africa
(6 percent) and Australia and Switzerland (both 7
percent).
*Differences to a total of 100% are caused by respondents, who did
not answer this question.

Overall, 19 countries have more travel managers, who
see a negative rather than a positive effect. Top of
that list is South Africa (61 percent). Its mining-dependent economy has been hit by low commodity prices,
other problems including a weakened currency, falling
credit rating and unemployment exceeding 25 percent
(source: Statistic South Africa).
There are also high negative scores for Mexico (55 percent), France (46 percent) and Spain (43 percent), all
of which have faced different challenges.

Travel will cost more
The price of international business
Companies face a larger bill for travel in 2016. No
fewer than 41 percent of travel managers globally
expect to pay more for trips in the 12 months ahead.
For the second year running, that figure exceeds
those expecting no change (40 percent), in spite of
a slight fall from last year, when 44 percent said
costs would rise.

Business travel spend in the company*
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Big spenders
Countries in economic diﬃculties often see their cost
of travel fall, but this is not the case for South Africa.
It has the largest number of travel managers anticipating higher costs (71 percent), perhaps because its
weak currency is stoking fears of inﬂation. The other
countries, where the majority of travel managers
think prices will rise, are India (63 percent), Spain (52
percent) and Germany (51 percent).

Some companies will see costs fall
There has been a small rise in travel managers expecting their costs to fall – up from 14 percent
last year to 18 percent this time. Countries where this
applies include Brazil (45 percent), Switzerland (33
percent) and Mexico (30 percent). Only 6 percent of
travel managers from South Africa and 7 percent
from Austria believe their costs will fall.
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Proportion of business travel managers expecting
increases in volumes in their company by country
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Attitudes vary worldwide
More than twice as many companies (31 percent)
think their company will book more business trips in
the year ahead than those, who say trip numbers will
fall (15 percent) – but the gap is narrowing. Last year,
nearer to three times as many said trip numbers
would rise (37 percent) as those, who said numbers
would fall (14 percent). Out of the 24 countries
covered in the study, the number of travel managers
predicting more trips in 2016 has fallen since last
year in 19 of them (the exceptions are the Netherlands, Italy, Russia, China and Singapore).
It is important not to exaggerate the changing trend.
After all, only two countries have more travel managers this year expecting trip numbers to go down
rather than up: Russia and Brazil. Even so, the overall
conclusion is that while the outlook for travel remains
more positive than negative, the situation is less rosy
than it was in 2015.
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Once again, India, in a phase of rapid economic
expansion, leads the way as the country where by far
the most travel managers expect travel growth (67
percent). It is followed by the Netherlands (49
percent) and Turkey (45 percent). Brazil, which has
struggled in recent months, has by far the most travel
managers forecasting fewer trips (45 percent),
followed by three more BRICS nations: Russia (28
percent), South Africa (26 percent) and China (32
percent). However, South Africa and China also have
significant numbers forecasting more travel, suggesting major variations according to the financial health
of the sector in which respondents’ companies are
based.
Globally speaking, companies also vary according
to how much they spend annually on travel. Only 25
percent of travel managers at low-spending businesses expect more travel, but that figure jumps to
34 percent for medium spenders and again to 36
percent for high spenders.

Where the money is going
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High spenders – more trips but more
savings opportunities
Only 25 percent of companies with
a low travel spend believe they will book
more trips in 2016. That figures shoots
up to 34 percent for medium spenders
and 36 percent for high spenders. However, 23 percent of high spenders
believe their travel costs will fall,
compared with 17 percent of both
medium and low spenders.
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Watch out for rising air costs
Several travel management
companies have forecast hotel
rates to rise in 2016, while airfares remain stable or even fall.
Travel managers take a different view, with 41 percent
saying their air costs will rise,
compared with 35 percent
saying hotel costs will rise.
Meetings and conventions
draw the most mixed views,
with 24 percent predicting
higher costs and 15 percent
lower costs. For all categories,
however, the largest number
of travel managers expect
no change.
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Business travelers take a rosier view
Business travelers are much more upbeat about the
economy than their travel managers. No fewer than
36 percent believe the current economic situation is
having a positive effect on business trips, compared
with only 20 percent of travel managers. Conversely,
19 percent of travelers see a negative effect, compared with 29 percent of travel managers.
The picture is consistent globally. There are no countries where more business travelers see a negative impact than a positive one. Once again, travelers in India
take the most positive view (79 percent), while those in
Russia the least positive (8 percent). Travelers from
South Africa take the most negative view (50 percent),
and from Turkey and India the least negative (both 3
percent).
On the road again
Far more business travelers believe trips booked by
their company will increase (32 percent) in 2016 than
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decrease (12 percent). However, there are sharp
national variations. While 71 percent in India expect to
travel more, only 11 percent in Scandinavia expect to
travel more. And while a very large number in Belgium
think they will travel less (41 percent), no travelers at
all in the Netherlands, Spain or India think they will
travel less.
Less certainty about spend
Not surprisingly, 48 percent of business travelers
forecast no change in travel spend for their companies, compared with 40 percent of travel
managers, who are much more likely to understand whether costs are moving up or down. But,
like travel managers, far more travelers think
costs will rise (36 percent) than those, who think
they will fall. Business travelers in Turkey are the
most confident that costs will go up (72 percent),
whereas those in Belgium are the most convinced
that costs will fall (41 percent).
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About the study
This is the first of three parts to the 2016 Inter
national Travel Management Study. For this study,
the international market research agency 2hm
interviewed 847 travel managers and 1,158 business
travelers in 24 countries between September and
October 2015.

